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ZootZilla brings full circle a gumbo of hip hop, R&B, metal ,classic funk that has always defined good P.

But Zootzilla is not copying the P. They are genuinely full of the P. 12 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Funk,

ROCK: Funk Rock Details: Now I would not recognize Zootzilla if I saw him on the street, but all of that is

about to change. Bump waiting on the Dr. to put out some new music, the future of the funk is now, and

its Zootzilla. Not unlike a lot of us, having awakened to the secret pleasure of the P at a young age,

Zootzilla joins an already growing legion of off-shoot bands and clones dedicated to preserving the spirit

of the boogie. This is a funkalicious bomb!! Delivered with all of the raw energy, joy, spirit and wit of say,

Hardcore Jollies-circa Funkadelic, thru 12 tracks of the dank-a-fied real realm of Zootzilla. This is a realm

of "Hot Stank (Pimp Stew and Monkey Woo)", "Old MacFunky's Farm", "Flamoneous Skunk" and "Woof

Whistles and Cat Calls" fea. Micheal Kidd Funkadelic Hampton's almost ambient sounding lead

guitarisms. These are a few of the wide open tracks and concepts you will find within the realm of

Zootzilla. He sounds so much like George Clinton/Trey Lewd you will think they are guesting on the

album. Its almost as if he is channeling their energy. 'Somebody put roots on me' as he sings on 'Monkey

Woo'. Outrageously daring guitar solos over crunching chords and mutron-induced Space Bass effects

dominate the effort. You'll recognize the Bootsy influence on several of the cuts.No fat, just solid funk 'n

roll, hilarious lyrical concepts with gangs of voices, overdubs, effects, percussion. His raps are as twisted

as anything TLewd has done to date. He brings full circle a gumbo of hip hop, R&B, metal ,classic funk

that has always defined good P. But Zootzilla is not copying the P. He is genuinely full of the P. And when

you are as full of the P as he is, sooner or later you are going to start P'n All Over Da Place. Reviewed

For TheFunkStore.com..By Funk Journalist&Atlanta Radio Personality"Bustin'"Bob Mitchell
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